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Tander: Investments of up to 35MM€ and a leap to Portugal in 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The company is also exploring opportunities in Italy and will continue to bed on the Spanish 

market, in new cities as well as those it already operates in. 

Tander is looking across the border. 

The Socimi specialized in the acquisition of profitable retail assets foresees to invest up to 35MM€ 

throughout this year, with the aim to continue to grow its portfolio and take a leap at new foreign 

markets. The company has already begun to look for opportunities in other European countries, 

with Italy and Portugal on its primary radar. 

“We are looking at markets with a compatible regime to that of Spanish Socimis” Tander assures. 

“Cities such as Lisbon and Oporto, with very attractive returns fit our strategy, given that they are 

mature or consolidated markets with good opportunities.”  

In parallel, the Socimi continues to believe in the Spanish market, which includes cities the 

company is already present in, as well as new locations throughout the country. In total, Tander 

plans to invest between 30 and 35 Million euros this year. 

 

Owned by the Canadian group “Première Alliance”, the company concentrates its current 

investments in Barcelona, where it has five prime retail assets. The sixth asset of the portfolio, 

with which the company went public on the Alternative Stock Market (“MAB”) of Spain, is located 

in Santander. At the public launch, Tander’s portfolio was valued at 80,3MM€. During the past 
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year, the Socimi allocated around 25MM€ to grow its portfolio. In addition to this, the company 

improved its financial position by refinancing its debt and subscribing a new loan of 55MM€.  

Tander currently has a total of eight assets in Spain, including the two newest acquisitions from 

the end of last year, located in Bilbao and San Sebastian.  

Tander´s asset in Bilbao has a total of 257m² on Gran Vía and is occupied by Rituals. The asset in 

San Sebastian is located in Arrasate Street, number 27. 

In Barcelona, Tander’s portfolio includes among other, Vía Laietana 47, occupied by Banco 

Sabadell, Paseo de Gracia 27 with COS as tenant, number 6-20 of Caspe and Paseo de Gracia 15, 

leased to Barça. The company’s Santander asset on Calvo Sotelo is rented to Vodafone.  

 


